Work the Miracle Bar at Boom Chicago
Amsterdam’s Pop Up Christmas Cocktail Bar Nov 25-Jan 3
We are looking for people with the holiday spirit to join the team for our high-quality,
high-fun, pop-up cocktail Christmas bar. We serve drinks in playful mugs. The décor is
over-the-top and the crowd will be up for a good time. Grinches and Scrooges need
not apply.

Does one of these roles have your name written all over it? Then let’s have a coffee!

Cocktail Bartenders
You make the cocktails that are guaranteed to make people smile. You mix to
perfection and make them look as Christmassy as they can get. And you make sure
we have the right stock in place by flagging which cocktails are the stars.

Waiters
You give our guests the over-the-top Miracle Christmas bar experience that we are
aiming for. You take orders, bring the drinks, and settle the checks. You have the gift
of making every guest feel “seen” even in the busiest times. And you help us get
better every day by giving us feedback. You can tell the Miracle Bar Christmas story
and – if you and the guests feel up for it – even the Boom Chicago story. Because
hey, they also need to have fun in January, right??!!

Support Staff
If you have less experience but want to be part of this of the Christmas cheer, then
this is the perfect job for you! You make our Miracle Bar run smoothly because you
have your eye on the ball constantly: You prepare the cocktail stations, clean tables
and keep the bar stocked. You assist the bartenders, waiters and hosts during
service and collect and keep track of the fancy mugs and glassware (because we
don’t want them to end up in purses). And last but not least: you help us improve
every day by giving us feedback.

Hosts
You are a planning machine, and you love interacting with people. You have the
holiday cheer nailed because you are the first and last one our guests see. You greet
people, scan QR codes, manage reservations and table seating. And for those who
did not make reservations…. you make the time they have to wait fly by.

What’s in it for you?
• €2/hour bonus for every shift December 1–30 (ex Dec. 25/26)
• December 25, 26, 31, and January 1 we pay 150% pay. We are not required as we do
not fall under the horeca CAO. We choose to pay this to thank people.
• Better tips! Our service is structured with a main server for each section to make a
relationship in a place that encourages fun nights. They bring drinks and not runners.
Since you settle your bill with this main server, we expect higher than average tips.
• Free Comedy Shows Life is better when you laugh
• Discounted Improv Classes. The new term starts in January 10th. Treat yourself!

Interested? Send your information to claudia@boomchicago.nl

